Spring – Year 1
Subject

Humanities

History

Geography

Shake Rattle and Roll
Objectives
George Stephenson
To know the different modes of transport and recognise how these have changed.
To time line modes of transport through the ages.
To know who George Stephenson was and talk about his steam invention ‘the rocket’.
To know that photographs are sources that tell us about the past.
Countries of the UK
Children will be able to identify the four countries of the U.K, and their capital cities.

Vocabulary: anchor
train
present
old(er)
new(er)
remember
rocket
Countries
Sea, River
City
Town

The Naughty Bus by Jan Oke
Vocabulary: goldilocks Vocabulary: step on
Coal, steam train
locomotive
horse and carriage
sailing boat
artefact, fact
Penny Farthing
Wagon, engine
Scotland, England,
Counties
Wales, Northern
Factories
Ireland Village
Farm

Languages

Arts and Culture

Art and Design

RE
(Come and See)
PSHE

Music

Beatriz Milhazes
Children can use given materials that are cut torn or glued to create a collage. (Create vehicle)
Children are able to include lines and texture in sculpture (pipe cleaner bikes)
Children can recognise the work of Beatriz Milhazes.

symmetrical, shade,
smooth, uneven,
rough, soothing,
restful, fine, solid,
model

asymmetrical,
geometric, vivid,
vibrant, jagged, sculpt

Absorbent
Waterproof

Elastic
Rigid

Social Media
Personal Information
Device
construct
combining
problem-solving

Special People
Meals
Change
Personal Safety
Children will learn about who keeps them safe and who they would talk to if felt unsafe.
In the Groove
Looking at different styles of music - Blues, Baroque, Latin, Bhangra, Folk and Funk.
Round and Round
Focused around one song: Round and Round, a Bossa Nova Latin style.
Materials
Children can identify and compare a range of materials and describe their properties, making
suggestions about their suitability for particular uses.

compose
instrument
notation
high / low
Material, wood,
metal, plastic, water,
rock, brick, paper,
fabric, Properties,
hard, soft, stiff,
stretchy, shiny, dull,
rough, smooth, bendy

Online Safety
Children will have a picture of the Naughty Bus and pictures of a range of Social Media
Apps/Sites. Children to tick or match the ones which are safe for the Naughty Bus to use at age 5/6.
Build a Bus
Design their own bus. Investigate how wheels and axles go around.
Look at different style buses. Give children a choice between cardboard and wood materialsevaluate the most effective.
Design, plan and make a bus. Possibility of sawing different lengths of dowel.

Online
App

Technology
E-Safety

design
materials
tools

drilling
screwing
nailing

Science

Science

space, background,
soft, bumpy, calming,
peaceful, thick,
rounded, body

PE
Computing

DT

